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BEAUTY CIRCLE
Highlights the best picks in color cosmetic, hair, nail,skin care and beauty salon products.
Products will be selected among all exhibitors in the different products sectors.

BEAUTY CIRCLE

Make Up Product

• Eyemee The Beauty Co.,Ltd. Rolly King! Flying Kit •
• Full Brow Brow Wax •
• Shantou Qiwei Industry Co. Lip Remover •
• Wunder 2 Prime & Behold •
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EYEMEE THE BEAUTY CO.,LTD. (KOREA)
Rolly King! Flying Kit
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The magical volume lasts upto 3 months without
using a curler or using a mascara. The Rolly King Flying Kit consists of Flying
Creams, Flying Glue, the Flying Essence, Flying Rods and the accessories.The
Flying Rods are patented by its magical structure.You can choose your favorite
curl with the single rod.
PRODUCT BENEFITS The magical volume lasts upto 3 months without
using a curler or using a mascara.You can make your eyelash volume curl with
no uncomfortable feelings at all.The Flying Creams are packed in Aluminum
Sachets which is more hygienic.The Flying Rods are patented by its magical
structure.You can choose your favorite curl with the single rod.
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FULL BROW (AUSTRALIA)
Brow Wax
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The clear non-sticky Brow Wax can be worn
alone to tame unruly brows or over your favorite brow color to provide a long
wearing finish. Specifically formulated with castor oil to nourish and condition
brows. The Brow Wax is a must for every makeup kit!
PRODUCT BENEFITS Seal, tame and define brows with this clear non-sticky
brow wax. Create your preferred brow look. For a natural look apply after
brow color. For a dramatic bold brow apply before brow color.
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SHANTOU QIWEI INDUSTRY CO., LTD (CHINA)
Lip Remover
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION This unique oil based formula is easy to remove
kissproof lipstick & longlasting lipgloss with rubbing.
PRODUCT BENEFITS This formula effectively nourish and protect your lips.
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WUNDER 2 (UK)
Prime & Behold
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION WUNDER2 PRIME & BEHOLD is a Professional Primer
for Color Make-up that locks any color pigment to the skin, intensifies it & ensures it
is waterproof, transfer-proof and smudge-proof for up to 24 hours. The lightweight,
creamy formula dries to a beautiful, holographic finish and creates a crease-free, soft
and even base ready for the application of eyeshadow or color pigments. PRIME &
BEHOLD will increase the longevity of your eye and lip looks so that they stay-all-day
throughout rain, hail or shine!
PRODUCT BENEFITS
•Locks color pigments and glitters to the skin for a waterproof, transfer-proof and
smudge-proof makeup look that lasts all day
•Intensifies color pigments on the skin and creates a silky, bendable base
•Weather-proof
•Wand for easy application
•Paraben & oil free
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Skin care product

• Coshub Co., Ltd. Clematis Makeup Melting Cleansing Stick •
• Dongguan Weilansong E-Commerce Co., Ltd Papa Recipe - Eggplant Clearing Emulsion •
• PLABIO Co., Ltd Plabeau •
• Sonimedi Egg Blastoderm Pluripotent Cell •
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COSHUB CO., LTD. (KOREA)
Clematis Makeup Melting Cleansing Stick
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Balm to oil to Micro-foam 3 stage transforming
texture that removes heavy makeup and impurities in pores, leaving your skin
soft and moist.
PRODUCT BENEFITS With one product use, you get the effect of oil deep
cleansing and the foam cleansing with soft and gentle finish. As the formulation
is stick type, easy to travel with.
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DONGGUAN WEILANSONG E-COMMERCE
CO., LTD (CHINA)
Papa Recipe - Eggplant Clearing Emulsion
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Eggplant Pimple Clearing line is a line dedicated for breakouts. “Lupeol”, an
extract from eggplant that is in the product, will help users to soothe their dry, irritated skin. This product is
good for both breakouts on dry skin and adult acne, which means it is perfect for not only teenagers but
also for adult users in their twenties and thirties.
PRODUCT BENEFITS Helps with breakouts, smooth the skin and nourishes it with moisture while soothing.
1. Extremely effective for problematic skin (Includes Lupeol)
2. Controls sebum and maintains a perfect balance of moisture and oil on skin
3. Greatly moisturises the skin
4. Instant boost of moisture that give youthful glow to skin
5. Exceptional absortion and fresh finish
6. Sooth sensitive and dry skin
7. Concept ingredient: Lupeol
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PLABIO CO., LTD (KOREA)
Plabeau
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PLABEAU, the world’s first rechargeable
and portable plasma emitting skin care device, is the byproduct of a team
dedicated to engineering, pioneering, and redefining beauty. PLABEAU
improves skin conditions through emitting plasma ions, which optimally sterilizes,
regenerates, and moisturizes the human skin. This process in effect alleviates
skin troubles, revitalizes and erases blatant wrinkles, and provides a whitening
and glowing effect on the skin. PLABEAU is thus the future of skin care, pushing
the boundaries of modern beauty through plasma technology.
PRODUCT BENEFITS PLABEAU generates plasma, which allows for a
skin care device that can tackle skin problems across multiple arenas. When
plasma ions are easily emitted into skin pores, plasma ions exterminate all
sorts of bacteria that causes atopic dermatitis, acne, and other common skin
infections, in an environmentally friendly manner. Plasma also promotes skin
regeneration, improving skin texture and tone, boosting whitening effects, and
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SONIMEDI (KOREA)
Egg Blastoderm Pluripotent Cell
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Ovaco Egg Blastoderm Pluripotent Cell Serum is
world first cosmetic made by egg’s undifferentiated cell i.e, fertilized embryo.
Incomparable with existing technology this breakthrough innovation made the
historical record in the cosmetic field offers us healthy & regenerating skin that
all we want.
PRODUCT BENEFITS Human stem cells are actively proliferated by the
medium of stem cells from fertilized eggs. As an effective ingredient of culturing
egg cell stem, it could apply to pharmaceutical components for treating a
wound. Clinic result shows that proliferating skin cell by using egg stem cell as
a medium is approved.
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Nail product

• BeYu Cosmetics and More GmbH Liquid Nails •
• Glamlac LLCG lamlac Polyacryl Gel •
• Manucurist Manucurist Mirror Effect Kit •
• Purple Professional Builder Gel Queen Pink Glitter •
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BEYU COSMETICS AND MORE GMBH
(GERMANY)
Liquid Nails
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION - Nail Substance Base - the first base coat with a
recreated nail texture- Power ingredient: innovative PRO MINERAL COMPLEX
combined with high-quality amino acids for stronger and more beautiful nails
PRODUCT BENEFITS - Builds up the nail structure - Contains an essential
ingredient complex, that recreates the natural nail texture- Effective protection
for nails- Stronger and more beautiful nails in only 3 weeks- Gives radiant
shine and a well-groomed appearance- LIQUID NAILS strengthens resistance
and effectively reduces splinters and tearing - for noticeably stronger and more
beautiful nails
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GLAMLAC LLC (ESTONIA (REP OF))
Glamlac Polyacryl Gel
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The PolyAcryl Gel product line was launched
with passion, 8 colors are designed for different occasions and skin colors.
Created to fit the unique shapes and curves. Color palette includes Clear,
Coral Pink, Cover Beige, Cover Natural, Cover Pink, Light Pink, Milky Pink and
White. Press & Cut & PlaceIt haven’t been ever so easyNew Generation Nail
Gel
PRODUCT BENEFITS Easy to use and long- lasting stronger nail with blink
of the eye. Working with PolyAcryl Gel, even a beginner can achieve fantastic
results. It is so easy to apply on and give irresistible shape. You have time to
shape this product to achieve the desired shape and leave a glossier finish.
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MANUCURIST (FRANCE)
Manucurist Mirror Effect Kit
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Manucurist launches the first retail Mirror
Effect Kit that can be easily used at home. Composed by a Base, a Powder,
a Top Coat and a foam applicator, the silver package is a twinkle of an
eye to the shiny effect of this combination. Exclusively created to work
together, the Base allows the necessarily grip for the Powder and the Top
is formulated with water in order not to dissolve the pigments. To be used
either on natural nails or after the color, let your hands sparkle with the mirror
effect!
PRODUCT BENEFITS The shiny and silver result of the Mirror Effect Kit
makes this product so special and unique. It offers to your hands an ultrabright sparkling result up to 7 days. Easy to apply and to remove at home:
to be used either on natural nails for a perfect chrome effect or on colored
ones to play with endless associations!
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PURPLE PROFESSIONAL (PORTUGAL)
Builder Gel Queen Pink Glitter
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Queen Pink Glitter is a professional biphasic
gel (base and builder), very fluid, easy to work with in any kind of nail,
and the most attractive characteristic is the glitter built in it! With only one
product any woman can have glamorous nails and feel like a Queen.
PRODUCT BENEFITS Nails Technicians will work faster and better
because of its flexibility and fast curing. With one product any woman can
have simple nails with some sparkling glamour.
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Hair product

• Gamma Piu S.r.l. Gamma Più Aria •
• HSA Hair Styling Applications S.p.A. Eslabondexx Bleach •
• Parisienne Italia S.p.A. Liss Prodigy Professional Straightening Cream •
• Studio Ma D.O.O.Color Us Vibrant Party •
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GAMMA PIU S.R.L. (ITALY)
Gamma Più Aria
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION It features a device that multiplies air pressure
when it gets closer to hair. This hair dryer is so light and well balanced that
you can think it is empty. Thanks to cutting edge components, it is no longer
necessary to decide between power and lightness. Here comes a product
with both. Its nozzle-razor is named Blade Art Air. It comes with Japanese
interchangeable blades. You can use it with 1 or 2 blades depending on the
hairstyle you want to carve. It is made of a special plastic material resistant to
dropping and high temperature.
PRODUCT BENEFITS Hairdressers can cut and dry hair at the same time
using Aria and its nozzle-razor. This will let hairdressers save time and benefit
them economically. The nozzle-razor is super easy to use and it is much safer
than scissors. The hair-dryer is ultralightweight and this decreases fatigue and
the risk to develop professional disease such as carpal tunnel and shoulder
problems.
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HSA HAIR STYLING APPLICATIONS S.P.A.
(ITALY)
Eslabondexx Bleach
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION An incredible blonde and healthy hair: it
is possible today with Eslabondexx Bleach, the bleaching powder with the
strengthened Eslabondexx formula for extraordinary bleaching results and
maximum protection. Suited for all bleaching techniques, it can lighten up to
7 tones and allows several consecutive bleaches in one day (done on healthy
hair; up to 3 bleaches), always keeping hair condition at the max. Eslabondexx
Bleach lightens and at the same time is protective and restructuring. Therefore
hair is more resistant, healthy and of course incredibly blonde.
PRODUCT BENEFITS Eslabondexx Bleach is a guarantee of highest
lightening power:- it allows to increase the number of consecutive bleaching
services up to 3 in a day - it can light up to seven tones With Eslabondexx
Bleach the bleaching service is carried out in total safety, as the hair is
protected from damages. Moreover, Eslabondexx protective formula does not
interfere with lightening level, even improving the bleaching performance.
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PARISIENNE ITALIA S.P.A. (ITALY)
Liss Prodigy Professional Straightening Cream
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Liss Prodigy is a new professional straightening
cream that leaves hair perfectly smooth without damaging the structure of
the hair fibres. Born from extensive research, the exclusive and non-invasive
Niamh formula provides more natural-looking straightened hair without
affecting the well-being of the hair structure.
PRODUCT BENEFITS - Offers perfectly smooth and natural-looking
hair- Does not damage hair – free from ammonia and thioglycolic acid- Is
enriched with Cysteamine Hydrochloride, closely related to hair’s natural
makeup, with a non-aggressive pH.
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STUDIO MA D.O.O.
(SLOVENIA (REP OF))
Color Us Vibrant Party
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION You can use is for: refreshing already existing colour,
vibrant/crazy colours, toning of blonde hair and creating pastel tones. It represents a
new way of colouring hair without mixing with peroxide.
PRODUCT BENEFITS Easy to apply, easy to maintain, professional and nonprofessional use, stays on hair as long as 20 washes, no mixing with peroxide /
activator, quick coverage of grey hair.
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Natural & Organic

• Australian Skincare Lovekins Baby Face Cream •
• Gelle Freres France Eau De Parfum Encapsulated Queen Next Door •
• Olive Oil Skin Care Company Pty Ltd Zetox - Zeolite Facial Mist Spray 100ml •
• Tenart Biotech Limited Maskingdom Organic Cleansing Flakes •
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AUSTRALIAN SKINCARE (AUSTRALIA)
Lovekins Baby Face Cream
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Enriched with Kakadu Plum (richest source of vitamin
C on earth), Quandong (wild peach), and Calendula to nourish and protect your
child’s face from the effects of the cold, wind and harsh weather. Gently hydrates
and softens your child’s delicate skin. Gently hydrates and softens your child’s
delicate skin. Calming essential oils of Lavender and Rose Geranium to soothe the
senses. Australian Certified Toxic-Free and Allergy-Free, making it Eczema safe.
Free from: Propylene glycol, sulphates, parabens, mineral oil, synthetic fragrances,
artificial colours, phthalates and EDTA.
PRODUCT BENEFITS Lovekins Baby Face Cream has been gently formulated
with sensitive skin in mind. Australian Certified Toxic-Free and Allergy-Free, making
it Eczema safe. Australian Indigenous superfoods Kakadu Plum (richest source of
vitamin C on earth) and Quandong (native wild peach) provides antioxidant, antibacterial, anti-viral, anti-fungal and anti-inflammatory properties for preventative care
for your child. Helping to keep their skin soft and supple and mitigating the drying
effects of weather and pollution.
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GELLE FRERES FRANCE (FRANCE)
Eau De Parfum Encapsulated Queen Next Door
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Made from the «savoir-fleur» of the Gellé Frères, the range Queen Next Door
comes from five delicate flowers: the Rose, the Lily flower, the Orange Blossom, the Magnolia and the YlangYlang. The formulae include essential-oils of flowers, which is making those perfume emotional booster, by
exerting a positive influence on the unconscious.Gellé Frères realized a significant step by integrating in each
of its perfume a microcapsule, capable to faithfully give back the floral smell while extending their lasting. This
very innovative technology allows to remove the alcohol, to avoid photosensitization and skin dryness.
PRODUCT BENEFITS Alcohol-free and long-lasting, owing to its microencapsulated formula, the Queen Next
Door perfumes can be sprayed on skin or hairs.An indulgent cloud of ultra-fine droplets in a single spritz, which
brings you in a very emotional and olfactive experience. The Queen Next Door perfume are mood-boosting,
making a positive influence on the unconscious.I it also possible to perfume scarves, gloves or hankies without
causing them any harm.
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OLIVE OIL SKIN CARE COMPANY PTY LTD
(AUSTRALIA)
Zetox - Zeolite Facial Mist Spray 100ml
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Every day our skin is bombarded by damaging
airborne pollutants. The Zetox, Zeolite Facial Mist Spray, is the ideal and
convenient way to help protect our skin from the harmful effects of pollution. Each
spray contains natural ingredients, including Zeolite, which helps to trap and
remove heavy metals along with many other airborne pollutants from the skin,
resulting in skin that is fresh and hydrated.
PRODUCT BENEFITS An ideal way to help protect the skin from the damaging
effects of everyday pollution, this product is easily portable and ready to use at
any time. Each mist spray actively combats the damaging effects caused by daily
pollution, and helps to fight the visible signs of ageing caused by free-radicals.
Australian Zeolite, Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Colloidal Silver Water and potent plant
extracts combine to create an effective anti-pollution mist, which also hydrates
and nourishes the skin.
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TENART BIOTECH LIMITED (TAIWAN)
Maskingdom Organic Cleansing Flakes
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MasKingdom Organic Facial Cleansing
Flakes are the innovative products by TENART Biotech Limited, a professional
cosmetic manufacturer with a strong R&D capacity. The whole process of
production is strictly supervised to ensure the quality of products.The product
is water-soluble facial cleanser, made by organic herbal extract and natural
surfactants which thoroughly cleanses skin and keeps it fresh, moisturized and
smooth. It is rather mild and causes no irritation of skin, which makes it suitable
for eyes and lips and all types of skins.
PRODUCT BENEFITS The product is water-soluble facial cleanser, which
thoroughly cleanses skin and keeps it fresh, moisturized and smooth. It
contains 8 kinds of natural organic herbal essences, rich protein and natural
amino acids. It will not cause irritation on your skin, but it also has a pH value
between 5.5 -6.0, which is the best choice for sensitive skin.

